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Foreword
Eccentric Living for 3D Living is a mixture of
interesting perspectives on a variety of subjects.
Individual writings reflect an eclectic, up lifting
view on age old subjects.
Agnostics and spiritualist alike will be sure to
delight in these not so unusual, but rather
forthright viewpoints presented herein. Each
composition is thought provoking and will give
you a new orientation to viewing life as we think
we know it.
A quick read and in a simple format, this book
offers easy pick up reading. If you like to
challenge yourself to outside-of-the-box thinking,
this creative collection is waiting for you!
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Essay Topics:
Chapters Hyperlinked
~ ♥ ~ Hoarding
~ ♥ ~ Abundance
~ ♥ ~ Animal Wisdom
~ ♥ ~ Souls Who Shared My Sojourn
~ ♥ ~ Take No Credit Living in 3D
~ ♥ ~ A Dandelion Soul
~ ♥ ~ 16 Sojourns
~ ♥ ~ LOVE ~
~ ♥ ~ The Power of One
~ ♥ ~ Defining GOD
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Lesson 1
Behaviors drive us to do what we do.
All behavior is learned.
All behavior can be unlearned.
Because you learned to do a behavior
does not mean it is good or bad or anything.
You make choices for your actions.
You have the power to decide.
Judging a behavior means you have
learned that it is to be a certain way.
Behaviors do not need to be anything.
Your perception can alter the outcome
of how you view a behavior.
This is a choice.
Acting upon learned behavior is a choice.
~ A She~Shaman
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Take No Credit Living in 3D
Or Elsewhere
Take no credit for living in 3D, as we are only puppets, marionette figures
whose every movement is orchestrated by the strings of our soul's other
worlds and dimensions. We are only holograms. Projections of ourselves
playing out upon the silver screen of the Universe's hand. We live in
parallel universes. We do not own our thoughts, our intentions, our every
movement because by a well written script we simply act out what has
already been written. Yes, we do have free will. We consciously make
choices inside each and every moment, yet there is always one path we
take. There indeed are many possibilities, many options of trails that lead
off, yet we do not stray off our main path no matter how misguided we
may feel or appear at junctures.
Just as this is written, I take no credit. Like the compulsion to expel nonwasted words my fingers purge and forge the unknown until spent. Each
finger moves with fluid intention without thinking. These letters are only
transference of ethereal thought energies made real by the visual of
electron projections in 3D. I do what I do because I must, not because I
chose. Free will is, by the way, only a fallacy of the mind as well. My
thoughts are your thoughts. Your thoughts are mine.
We are all strung together inside this 3D web to play upon the ropes and
weave and spin our journeys in a vast vortex of space. We are ONE
conscious. Adapting as we go. We believe that we make it up as we go. We
don't. We simply just do. Our thoughts turned real are tablets unfilled,
which have been written since the beginning of time which is also a
fallacy. We only erase the blackboard to make our word-actions visual to
the mind's eye. Take no credit for all that you do, are, see, act, and am.
When you stretch into the night you are reaching for your astral lover. As
bruises appear unintentionally, these are wake up kisses that are sent
intentionally with love from the Goddess. Eating productions from and of
Mother's earth we energize our battery pack--your power source that fuels
your dense 3D body. But you have no choice because you must. Nocturnal
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emissions and escapes that rest your soul are not your choice, but
everyone's because we all play together. Each moment every movement is
finely tuned to play act. Earth age grows us into our-self as we become a
well tuned fiddle.
Ego has no place, no room to roam on this stage. It is left on the sideline
without a part because it is a bully. Ego was created by the puppet masters
to dominate and control and to not be nice. Therefore Ego gets expelled.
An E for effort well past its prime. Go home Ego. You no longer serve us
well.
Do not hide in my closet to await me when I get home. Instead just
evaporate like the vapor of a sun dried ice cube. We are not mad at you,
but thank you for your performance. You routinely showed up and played
your part, an integral and important role at that. But you have grown
routine and old. Your patterns no longer serve our highest and best
purpose. We are not disregarding your role, we appreciate it. We simply no
longer need your services. You've done well. Thank you. Now you too
may take no credit. Go home to rest. Permanently.
Where am I? Here now. Who put me here. Me. No, wait, my soul did,
Mother's womb did, my-our star gate placed me in 3D. No, not true, a
thought did. That's still not correct. A consciousness put me here. Who put
consciousness here. We did. I did. Ego did? I do not exist because there is
no ego. Ego went home. So there is no "I". Full circle. Take no credit
living in 3D.
Pondering Question: Do dogs have egos?
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A Dandelion Soul
A Life Cycle of Many
We are dandelions. We birth from dark, light, brown then green into a
radiant golden burst of sun rays. Tough, vibrant, tenacious, and determined
we spray our beauty over a sea of a barren or within and on another oasis.
As clusters we scream strong. Together we are brilliant. Yes, they can hack
our heads off and cut us to the quick, but we always come back. They can
spray and dig us out. They can cover our glorious faces. But we continue
to reemerge, spiraling ourselves up, up, up into the world towards heaven.
Together, yet in separate flocks we are carried on the wind and emerge
onto this planet. As dandelions fields do, we grow in groups separated,
spaced, and randomly spread over linear time. Our pods planted we have
the option to grow or not. Openly over fields we grace. Within fields we
hide. Outside fields we pick vicarious nooks to play hide and seek.
Sometimes our flock stands alone. At times we get weeded out to one
bunch.
The innocence of a child may select a single stalk to shine in her face.
With pleasure another is added, then two, three and more to feed her soul.
These dandelion souls are gathered and bunched as a bountiful bouquet.
We have been severed from our Mother’s lifeline. Time for brilliance is
short. Our stalks lose our silky smooth sheen. Our sunflower petals wither
back seeking nourishment. No life is apparent. Our color gone, our
purpose done, we chose to be discarded in favor of others that follow.
The fortunate few of us left untouched flourish. We go on to complete our
life cycle. As strong sprouts our golden face bursts forward albeit briefly.
Our head flowers then meta-morphs into fluff that holds a group of single
seeds. Our soul in one puff helped by Brother Wind scatters. We replant,
re-grow. By the hand of fate we may fly with others.
Perhaps we land again, and re-germinate in close proximity to our original
pod. Most times we do. Sometimes other seeds are dispersed within our
field. We need to take it upon ourselves to weed these souls out of our
path, and into their own. This is what we do until we cluster into familiar
family groups once again.
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We are but mere dandelions. As souls we are grouped together, launched,
and set upon this earth in families. As a single flower head our souls
incarnate and seek each other during a sojourn. It is not by chance you
resonate with your current friends, associates, family, relationships et all.
By design we separate our selves out, more so now, from other dandelion
families we do not resonate with. In seeking refuge inside our original
bunch we find comfort knowing others understand our hearts. When your
seed embarks on your journey you leave adjacent seeds. These souls you
were close to—kindred spirits, that must fly their own path. During each
lifetime as we grow into ourselves these kindred spirits merge to fill our
voids and make our single parts whole again.
Our original adjacent neighbors become our closest relationships, typically
our partners in life. But there is not a single seed unto itself. Seeds have
twins. At rare times they come in triplets, quads, quins, and so on. When
these soul seeds reunite they find home.
We are mere soul seeds blown on the wind, attaching to earth,
materializing in 3D, seeking soul mates. And if time and space permit we
are reunited not only with our original family, but our twin, triplet or more.
This completes the life cycle of in a dandelion’s sojourn.
Pondering Question: As a dandelion, where and how far do you spread
your seeds; who do you touch and where do your relationships dwell?
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The Power of One
The Source is YOU
Within each one of us lies an infinite God source. Attainable initially
through our physical senses, and then ultimately through our soul-energy
which seeks the oneness of this state of complete union to become whole
with the God or universal source again.
Our Creator created us in likeness of him/herself and towards this end our
Creator intended us to live in the abundance of peace, joy, and love that
we seek and deserve. Image a world, one where God would not want us to
live in any other way.
Yet we live on earth, a dense plain, that has evolved over time and robbed
our original soul essence of our true nature. And with earth there are
energies that loom, waiting to shape shift into taking and consuming our
birthright of innate freedoms and to live in the nirvana that we know and
seek.
You might consider these dense energies as bad. And us God souls as
good. Call it what you may it is of little significance, because essentially
everything is just energy that flows; with cause and effect. That is all. To
empower an energy by your thought is of no consequence, but another
energy expenditure.
However, today I am to dwell on how to recapture, perhaps too reclaim,
our birthright. Make no mistake. DO NOT LOOK OUTSIDE OF
YOURSELF. The Power of ONE begins and ends with YOU. When a
thought pervades enough souls, that is when change evolves into action.
It is of no use to hate something or to wish it away. You cannot love or
hate a trait in someone/something else that you do not love or hate inside
yourself. Other people, energy beings, or even intangibles only reflect
your own state of being. Nothing more and nothing less.
So, you ask, what is to be done to combat the denser energies that
consume much of our wasted energy? How can you live in a higher state
of consciousness? How can you find, maintain, and attain your God
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source? The answer in one word is: soul work. With conscious practice in
every thing you say and do, you can achieve a state of being in peace and
contentment and with love in your life.
Here are some practices to help put you on your path to nirvana. Notice
the word is practice. That is because there are no rules, no rights, no
wrongs and no have to's. However there is the practice of trial and re-trial
to make perfect. Notice, too, the words trial and error will not exist. There
are no errors, only lessons learned.
And, of course you know the saying practice makes perfect. Well, there is
no such thing as perfect. Perfection is an unattainable fallacy. Our
language is a tough one for nailing down meanings.
So, here is the deal. In good conscious we strive to rebirth into our natural
state of joy, peace, and love. Along the way it will be bumpy, but that is
part of the learning. No big deal, although some of the learning will
certainly feel like a big deal.
Just do the best you can with where you are at in the moment. That is all
our Creator expects of us.
Now here are some items you might do. This is not an all inclusive list,
but for right now this is what works pretty well. Here it goes:
Get back into nature. It does not matter how, or how much or little, just
touch it daily. Even if it is to admire your house plant each day because
you live in the city. Seek nature for there you find solace.
Whatever brings you that moment of joy with nature, or another source,
DO IT. Why? It will help you reconnect to your God source within.
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Defining GOD
Our Creator is LOVE
There is no argument that a God, Goddess, Buddha, God Conscious or
however you want to categorize God, that she/he/it does exist. No body
will deny this fact, unless, of course one is an atheist (does not believe) or
one is agnostic (does not believe or disbelieve).
Many have engaged me in conversations about the correct and true route
to God. For most it seems that a particular path of belief must be sustained
to accept and acknowledge Gods presence and existence. When folks
enlist my thoughts and badger an argument of who is correct, my beliefs is
to accept their sole view, acknowledge their ideals, yet retain my own
logic.
God is LOVE. That is all. And EVERYTHING.
And because God is Love and made us out of his/her love for us then we
are to live in his/her/its likeness. Now there maybe an argument brewing,
in defining God. Most would like to believe God is a HE.
Some may argue God is a SHE or an IT. See, none of these terms matter as
they are just words of definition and trite semantics when it comes to pure
LOVE. Love is not a he, or a she, or an it. Love just IS. Love is boundless,
without reserve, pure and all-embracing.
As far as the correct religious path to God, well, we all know what a can of
worms these conversations open up. For years wars have been fought over
which religion in the name of God's LOVE is right. Ridiculous isn't it?
One should not attempt to go down this path. Most folks on some level
want to be validated for their choice of religion or for their solo trek
towards accessing God.
You are all right. There is no one route to God. There are many. As many
colors and races and nations here on earth, everyone is correct in their
beliefs. There is no more one path that is correct than another. This too is
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what God intended. Since God is LOVE, love is tolerant and accepting
and patient and kind and understanding. Now what God do you know
would condemn another for their beliefs of him/her/it? Especially if God is
LOVE?
Remember our beliefs come from experiences and most of our experiences
have been taught to us. Through our cultures, family traditions, schools,
and religions our minds have been molded to think a certain way and have
belief systems that are heavily integrated and imprinted inside our hearts.
However each of us believes in unique, particular way. And even though
we grow up in certain families or believing a certain doctrine, we have
differentiating ideas from our sisters and brothers. This humanness makes
us each a special being. We must first acknowledge that our thoughts are
learned before we can make assessments about others. The wonderful
thing is, is that as soon as you acknowledge what you know has been
learned through a unique set of circumstances, then you come to know
tolerance and then understand others beliefs.
Then the really cool thing is when you get this concept, then you truly
come to know LOVE and God! And living inside LOVE you will come to
know there is no judgment of others. Pretty amazing isn't it?
Defining God is a pretty short lesson. God = LOVE and LOVE =
tolerance, peace, joy, understanding, patience, kindness, empathy,
unconditional acceptance, and a whole host of other wondrous virtues.
LOVE knows no defining lines.
LOVE is all encompassing.
LOVE is abundant and available at all times to everyone, no exceptions.
And, LOVE resides within YOU—100% always.
So to save any further definition or categorization, GOD is LOVE. LOVE
is a wonderful word and without walls or gender, so, yes, let's call God
LOVE instead!
And, there is more. There is always more.
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Thank You for Previewing

Your Rating on this Book is Appreciated!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Patty Ann is a life-long educator who has taught college, high school, and was an
Instructional Designer who wrote training for corporate development. Now Patty
authors a variety of genres. From fiction and non-fiction, to real life use-it-now
lesson books.
Patty is an avid animal lover. Her book proceeds benefit animal welfare through her
Patty Ann’s Pet Project a 501(c)(3). View more thought provoking books and/or
contact Patty through her website at PattyAnn.net. Thank you!
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